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Suppose we observe a random number N of independent identically distributed random variables in 

sequence. The record values are the successive maxima of this sequence. Assuming that N and the 

observations are independent, we obtain the joint distribution of the number of records and their values. 

Using this, the dependence structures of record values and interrecord counts are studied; this yields a 

necessary and sufficient condition for N to have geometric tail. In addition, we obtain the distribution 

of the number of records. When N is negative binomial, the expressions can be simplified; in one case 

the number of records has an exact Poisson distribution. Our results are applied to point process models 

considered by Gaver (1976) and Westcott (1977). Our results remain applicable when the assumption 

of identical distribution is relaxed to allow the distribution to change after a record event, as proposed 

by Pfeifer (1982). 
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1. Introduction 

Let { Yj}FO denote an infinite sequence of independent and identically distributed 

(i.i.d.) random variables (r.v.‘s) with distribution function (d.f.) F; let [= 

sup{ y: F(y) < 1). Let N be a nonnegative integer valued T.v., independent of the 

q’s, with probability distribution given by p = ( pO, pl, pz, . . .), where pk = P{ N = k}, 

and let the probability generating function of p be H(x) = CT=‘=, pkxk, x E S 2 [- 1, 11. 
Define the sequence of r.v.‘s Y,, Y,, Y2,. . . , YN. Note that if N = 0 we observe 

Y,; that is, Y0 is always observed. Let Y, = X0; X0 is called a ‘reference value’ and 

is not counted as a record. For strong records, let the record indices be defined as 

follows: 

A, = y${j: q > Y,,}, A,,, =,m%{j: y> Y,,}, ka 1. 
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To define weak records let 

A, = m.np{j: Y, 2 YO}, Ak+, =,Tz{j: TZ Y+}, k> 1. 

The term ‘record’ will refer to strong records unless otherwise specified. We define 

the minimum of the empty set to be +a, and for convenience we set A, = 0 even 

though Y0 is not a record. The record values are the values of the r.v.‘s that occur 

at the record indices; we denote the record values by X, = Ya,, X, = Ya,, and so 

on. For convenience we will refer to the sequence X0, X, , X2,. . . as the sequence 

of record values, even though X,, is not a record. Note that if F is continuous then 

P{ Y, = Y,} = 0, i fj, so strong and weak records are the same with probability one, 

otherwise, strong and weak records may differ. Define the interrecord counts Aj = 

A, -A,_, - 1, j 2 1; A, is the number of observations between the (j - 1)st and jth 

records, so A, 2 0, j 2 1. We call the situation defined above the random record model. 

The random record model was first formulated in this version by Bruss (1988). 

If N = CC with probability one, then the random record model reduces to the classical 

model. The extensive literature on the latter has been reviewed by Nagaraja (1988) 

and Nevzorov (1987), and an account of the theory was given by Resnick (1987). 

Several other authors (e.g., Gaver, 1976; Gaver and Jacobs, 1978; Westcott, 1977) 

have studied models in which the Y’s occur at the arrival times of an independent 

point process called the pacing process. If the point process is only considered over 

a finite interval, so that the number of arrivals is random, a point process model 

gives rise to a random record model. However, in previous studies it has always 

been assumed that the number of available observations becomes infinite as time 

goes to infinity. In some situations results related to ours have been obtained for 

point process models; these are noted where appropriate. The random record model 

presented here is not linked, in general, to any underlying pacing process, although 

in Section 4.3 we connect a negative binomial N to a birth process with immigration. 

Pfeifer (1982) gave a non-i.i.d. generalization of the classical model, in which the 

distribution of the r.v.‘s changes after the first event (Y,) and after each record 

event. We define a ‘random Pfeifer model’ as follows: a fixed sequence of d.f.‘s 

{E;};“=, is given, and Y,-F,,; Y,, Y2 ,..., YA,-F,; Ya,+,, Y,,+, ,..., YA2--F2, 

and so on. Thus the d.f. advances along a predetermined sequence, but at random 

indices, and only a random number of the d.f.‘s occur. 

In the classical model, infinitely many records occur with probability one if 5 is 

not an atom of F. (The sequence of weak records is infinite regardless of the form 

of F.) We assume this condition on F throughout this paper; this ensures that the 

current observation may be a record with positive probability, regardless of the 

values of the previous observations. 

Before proceeding we fix the following notation: if Y is an r.v. with right 

continuous d.f. F, and 0 < dy Q 1, let 

F(dy) = 
F( y + dy) - F(y) + o(dy) if F is continuous at y, 

F(Y) - F(Y-) if F has a jump at y. 
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We will often write s = F(y) and ds = F(dy). The term ‘geometric distribution’ will 

refer to the distribution of a nonnegative T.v., say 2, with parameter O< q < 1, 

p = 1 - q, such that P{Z = k} = pqk, k 2 0. We say Z has ‘geometric tail beyond n’ 

if P{Z 2 k} = qkp”P{Z 3 n}, k 2 n. The term ‘negative binomial distribution’ will 

refer to the distribution of the sum of n i.i.d. geometric Z1’s, so that if N is negative 

binomial, 

P(N=k]=(n+;-l)p”qk, kz0. 

A sum 1 over an empty index set is taken to be 0, and a product n over an empty 

index set is taken to be 1. 

In order to study the behavior of, say, the first n records, we must somehow 

guarantee that n records occur in the first place. In a given realization of 

Y”, Y1, Y2,..., Y,, let D, be the event that at least n records occur, n >O, and let 

E, be the event that exactly n records occur, n 20. We begin by studying the joint 

distribution of the first n record values if at least n records occur, that is, P{ D, n X0 E 

dx,,, X, E dx, , . . . , X, E dx,}, denoted by P,,,, . (P,,,, will denote P{X, E dx,, X, E 

dx,, . . . , X,, E dx,} in the classical model.) For at least n records to occur it is 

necessary that N 2 n. Observe that for k 3 n, 

P{D,nX,Edxo,X,Edx,,...,X,Edx,lN=k} 

= c ds, s$ ds, s>. . . ds,_, si-, ds,,, 
O~i,+t~+~~~+i,~k--n 

where ds, = F(dx,) and sj = F(x,). Applying the law of total probability, we obtain: 

P n,N =P{D,nX,Edx,,X,Edx ,,..., X,Edx,,} 

= jI!o dsj kf Pk C sh’ . . . sk-, = fi dsj g(s), 
n O=Si,+...+i,,sk&n j=O 

where s = (so, s, , . . . , s,-,), and 

g(s) = k<opk c Sk. . . Sf’L,. 
OGi,+-..+i,,Gk-n 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

Note that when k < n the inner sum in (1.2) is empty and hence vanishes, so that 

(1.1) still holds if the outer sum in (1.2) begins at k = 0. Our goal is to evaluate g(s). 

To approach the problem from a more abstract perspective, let Zj, 1 Gj< n, be 

independent r.v.‘s, Z, being geometric with parameter sj_i, and let W =I:=, Zj. 

Then for ~20, 

P{Wsw}= 1 (l-sO)s~~~~(l-s,-,)&,. 
OGr,+...+r,,Sw 

If N is independent of W then 

P{N- W%I}=~~~ P{N=k}P{WsN-njN=k) 

n-1 

= rI (l-s,)ds). 
j=o 

(1.3) 
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Therefore 

ds,P{N- WZ n}, 

that is, P,,N is equal to P,,m, but multiplied by an adjustment factor, which being 

a probability does not exceed 1. In other words we incur a certain ‘loss’ by 

guaranteeing that at least n records occur in the random record model. Evidently 

we need to study the adjustment factor P{ N - W 2 n}, which amounts to the study 

of g(s). In Section 3 we sum the series in (1.2) to find a closed form for g(s); the 

closed form differs depending on whether the 4’s are all equal, all distinct, or some 

equal and some distinct. These results yield, as corollaries, the distributions of sums 

of independent, non-identically distributed geometric r.v.‘s. In Section 4.1 the results 

of Section 3 are applied to obtain expressions for P,,N in the i.i.d. and Pfeifer 

random record models; the expressions can be simplified further when N is negative 

binomial. In Section 4.2 we look at the dependence structure of the record values, 

and of the interrecord counts, and we compare the results to the classical record 

model. In particular, we find that A,, . . . , A,, are conditionally independent, given 

the values and existence of the first n records, if and only if N is has geometric tail 

beyond n. In Section 4.3, using P,,N, we find P{E,} for the i.i.d. case, and again 

specialize to the case where N is negative binomial. In this connection, it turns out 

that when the pacing process is a birth process with birthrate Ai = (i+ l)A, the 

number of records has an exact Poisson distribution. First, we need several lemmas. 

2. Preliminary lemmas 

Several results are needed for the proofs of the main theorems. For convenience, 

let s=(s,,s~ ,..., s,) in Sections 2 and 3. We will re-index as s = (so, s,, . . . , s,_,) 

in Section 4, when we apply the results to record value theory. 

Lemma 2.1. For jixed integers LS 0 and n 3 1, and for all 0~ s s 1, 

Proof. This combinatorial identity 

(1968). 0 

Lemma 2.2. For given H(x), let 

is well known; see, e.g., Raiffa and Schlaifer 

Then for all OGs<l, 

F H”‘(s)( 1 - s)’ = 1 

j=O j! 
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Proof. This follows upon repeated differentiation of H(x), and interchange of 

summation. q 

Lemma 2.3(a). If 0 < si # s,, 1 s i # j c n, then for all k 2 1, 

c 
5 . . 

$1 
.& = 

i,+...+i,,=k-n 

where i, , . . . , i, are nonnegative integers. 

Proof. We compare coefficients in two series expansions of ny=, (s -s,)~’ for 

s > max,,j-_n sj. First, using geometric series expansion and multiplication of power 

series, 

1 

,,+...+i,=k 

,,+...+,,,=kpn 

Second, by partial fraction expansion (see, e.g., Feller, 1950), 

jfll (s-sj)l=i$, (s-sj)-' ii (s~-si)~'~ 

i=l 
z#j 

and hence 

1 n 
n( --) 

-l 1 n 
1 ‘J =- 

E( --) 1 4 
,=l s Sj=] S 

i*j 

Since both expansions are valid for all s > max,,jG, sj, coefficients of like terms 

must be equal, which proves the lemma. Cl 

Lemma2.3(b). Zfwi#wj<l, lcifjsn, thenforallk~l, 

i (l-Wj)-k fi (wj-wi)-‘= 1 fj (l- ,>-,r’. 
j=l i=l i,+...+i,,=k-l j=l 

IZj 
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Proof. Substitute (1 - w,)-’ for Sj, 1 Cj s n, in Lemma 2.3(a). 0 

Lemma 2.3(c). If 0 < Si # Sj # 1, 1 G i #j G n, then fir ~11 k 2 0, 

Proof. For k = 0, the result follows from partial fraction expansion of n:=, (1 - Si))‘. 

For k3 1, by Lemma 2.3(a), 

zz c 
8 I 

Sl’ . * . sti 
-(n~l)s,,+...+,,sk-n 

= i fi (sj-si)-l kfn Sy+“-’ 
j=1 i=l v=-(n-1) 

i#j 

= i fi (s,-si)-p) 
,=I r=, I 

i#j 

Zji, (l-s,)_’ fj (s,-si)-‘- i (l_Sj))’ fi (Sj-Sj,-‘S,” 
i=l j=l i=l 

‘fJ i*j 

=i~,(l-Si)-‘-i~,(l-Si)-’ ; S: ii 1. cl 
j=l ,=I SJ -s, 

i#j 

Lemma 2.4. If 0 < p < 1, 0 G s < 1 and q = 1 -p, then for every integer m 2 1, 

1 m P 

( > 

1 q” P - - =--- 
6 > 

j 

l-s l-qs 1-S pj=l 1 qS ’ 

Proof. The claim follows by summing the geometric series on the right hand side. 0 

3. Representations for g(s) 

The infinite series representation of g(s) is the same whether all sj’s are equal, all 

are distinct, or some equal and some distinct; indeed we show below that g(s) is a 

continuous function of vectors in the unit n-cube. But the finite series representation, 
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which may be thought of as a finite computational formula for g(s), differs depending 

on the form of s. In this section we give the finite representation for the cases in 

which all sj’s are equal, or all Sj’s are distinct. Of the many possibilities outside of 

these two situations, we give the representation for g(s) when the first r< n of the 

sj’s are equal and the rest are distinct. We then apply the results to find the 

distributions of sums of independent geometric r.v.‘s, whether identically distributed 

or not. 

Theorem3.1. IfO~s,=s,=...=s,=s<l, then 

( n-1 H”‘(S)( 1 - s)j 
g(s)=(l-s))” l- 1 

j=O > j! . 

Proof. Since in this case W = Cy=, Z,, where the Zj’s are i.i.d. geometric r.v.‘s with 

parameter s, W is negative binomial and hence 

g(+$ c sil+...+in 
Osi,+...+im=k-n 

= 
,$k ‘f” (“+;-‘)sw 

w=O 

=,E 
n 

Pk ~~‘6(w:n)(l-dwskpnpw 

= f (l-s)‘-” ; k! ~ sk-jpk 
j=n j! k-j (k-j)! 

= f (1-s)'-" H(j)(s) 

'=?I j! 

where the third equality is due to Lemma 2.1 and the last is due to Lemma 2.2. 0 

As an application of Theorem 3.1, and for later use, we have: 

Lemma 3.1. The function g(s) is continuous at each s such that 0~ si < 1, 1 G i G n. 

Proof. Let 0<6<1 be given and lets be such that O<s,<l-6, lsisn. 

Clearly Pk COst,+...+i,rk_,, s> ’ ’ ’ s> is a continuous function of s in the given region. 
In addition, for each k 2 n, 

Pk 
1 s;b..s~~~pk c (1 _ ~)i,+...+~,,. 

Osi,+~..+i,sk--n O=si,+.,,+i,=sk-n 

But by Theorem 3.1, 

hk c 
(1 _,)i,+...+in = 6-n 

k=n Osi,+...+i,,Gk-n ( 
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so by the Weierstrass M-test CT=, pk &Si,+...+i,,Sk_n sll * * * s$ converges uniformly 

on the given region. Hence by the continuity of the summands g(s) is continuous 

there. 0 

Theorem3.2. If O<si#sj<l, lsifjsn, then 

g(s)= fI (l-&-l l- i n 
r=l ( j=, (;ll,~)~(~jJ). 

i#j 

Proof. Using Lemma 2.3(c) in (1.21, 

g(s)= f p/( fi (1-SJ’ l- i s; ; 1 
k=O ,=, ( j=l i=L Sj-S, > 

i#j 

=ii (l-si)~l(l-~,(~~~)H(sj)). 0 
i-l I 

i#j 

This takes care of the cases in which the sj’s are either all equal or all distinct. 

The next theorem provides an expression for g(s) when s, , . . . , s, are equal and 

S r+,,-.., s, are distinct, r < n; however, the complete proof is rather cumbersome, 

so we only sketch it. First, another lemma is needed, which we cite without proof. 

For full details of both proofs, see Bunge and Nagaraja (1989). 

Lemma3.2. If O<s#si#sj<l, l<i#j<r, then 

r-k-1 Hb)(S)(l -S)j 

c , Ock<r, 
j=O j! 

k 2 r. 

Proof. (Omitted.) 0 

Theorem 3.3. If O~s,<l, IsiGn, aresuch that OGS,=S,=.-.=s,=s<l and 

s#si#sj, r+l<i#jsn, then 

r-~--v (I_ s)jfp)(s) 

l-s)” c 
j=O j! 

ii 
1 

i=j-+I Sj-Si > )I H(sj) 9 

i*j 
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where 

a, = c ((s,+1 -s)i,+l * . . (s, -s)in)-‘, 0s ir+l,. . .) in =s v. 
i,+,+.,.+in=v 

Proof (sketch). Let s* = (s, s, . . . , s, s,.+~, . . . , s,) be as above, and let s be such that 

si # 3, 1 s i # js n. By Lemma 3.1, lim,,, * g(s) = g(s*), so from the form of g(s) 

given by Theorem 3.2, it clearly suffices to evaluate 

lim f (.;;,s)H(Sj)- s-s* jz, (3.1) 

i#j 

Again by the continuity of g the limit is independent of the path of approach to 

s*, so any convenient path may be chosen. We proceed by splitting (3.1) into three 

parts, taking limits for each part separately, as sr , . . . , s, + s, in that order, and then 

recombining to obtain the result. Specifically, a power series expansion and a 

multiplication show that 

= gl(s) + gz(s) + gds), say. 

First, by interchanging series and using Lemma 3.2, it may be shown that 

Next, Lemma 3.2 is again used to show that lim,,, . . * lim,,,, g,(s) = 0. Finally, it 

is clear that 

lim . . . 
q-s 

ti; ds)= C 
I j_:'+l (~)r(iJfl+,~)H(sjJ~ 

i+j 

Summing these limits, the assertion is proved. 0 

The foregoing results have applications outside of record value theory. For 

example, consider the r.v. W = CJ= 1 Zj, where Zj is geometric with parameter sj and 
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the 5’s are independent. From (1.3), P{ N - W 2 n} = ny=, (1 - sj)g(s), when 0 < 

sj < 1, 1 sj s n. Note that since N and W are independent nonnegative integer- 

valued r.v.‘s, the sample space of N - W is all integers. By hypothesis n 2 1, so 

P{ N - W 2 n} does not fully specify the distribution of the r.v. N - W. However, 

suppose N is degenerate, so that for some fixed k 2 n, pk = 1. Then 

P{N- Wsn}=P{k- Wan}=P{W<k-n}, 

and H(x) = xk. Let k-n = w 2 0 so that H(x) =x”+‘+‘; then 

P{ w G w} = fi (1 - Sj)S(S). 
J=t 

In the simplest case, if 0~ sr = . . . = s, = s < 1, then W is negative binomial with 

parameter s, and this fact may also be derived from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.1. 

On the other hand, if si # sj, 1 G i #j < n, then from Theorem 3.2, 

PIWaw}=l-~,(i6,~)s~+w, 

i#j 

and for w 2 0, 

by Lemma 2.3(c). A similar calculation can be made if some sj’s are equal and some 

not equal, so from Theorems 3.1-3.3 we obtain, as corollaries, closed form 

expressions for the distributions of sums of n independent geometric r.v.‘s with 

arbitrary parameters. 

4. Distribution theory 

4.1. Expressions for PN,_ 

Again letting s = (soI sr, . . . , s,-~), from (1.1) we have P+ = ny=, dsjg(s), ~0 we 
have only to specify the sj’s in order to apply the results of Section 3 to record 

value theory. 

Strong records in the i.i.d. model. In this case sj = F(x,), 05 js n - 1, and dsj = 

F(dx,), Osjcn. Note that since x0(x1< ... <x,_,,F(xo)<F(x,)<...< 

F(x,_,) so Theorem 3.2 applies whether F is continuous or not. 
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Weak records in the i.i.d. model. Here sj = F(x,J, 0~ j c n - 1, and ds, = F(dx,), 

0 <j s n. If F is continuous then P{ Yi = q} = 0, i fj, so for continuous F, Pn,N is 

the same for strong or weak records. If F has at least one atom then the other 

results may be needed. In particular, the case where all sj’s are equal may arise 

naturally in the weak record model as follows: suppose that F has an atom at [, 

the supremum of its support. Then if X0 = 5 all weak records must also be equal to 

5 and hence sO= s, = * . . = s,-~ = F(&-). 

Strong records in the Pfeifer model. In this case sj = Fj+,(xj), 0 s j s n - 1, but 

ds, = F,(dx,), 0s j c n. If all but at most one of the F;‘s are continuous, then 

P{X, =X,} = 0, i # j, and P{E;+,(X,) = Fj+,(Xj)} = 0, i # j, so Theorem 3.2 may be 

used. Note, however, that here it is only guaranteed that Si f s,, 1 s i f jG n, not 

that s,<s~<... <s, as in the i.i.d. case. If two or more Fj’s have discrete com- 

ponents then the picture is a little more complicated. For example, let q( .) denote 

the probability measure corresponding to 5, j 2 0, and suppose that there exists a 

pair of numbers (x,, x,) such that P,,(x,J > 0, P,(x,) > 0, and F,(x,) = F,(x,). In a 

situation like this Theorem 3.3 may be applied. 

Weak records in the Heifer model. Here sj = 5+,(x,:), O~js n - 1, but ds, = 

F,(dx,), Osj< n. If all but at most one of the 4’s are continuous, then the strong 

and weak Pfeifer record models are the same and Theorem 3.2 applies. If two or 

more Fj’s have discrete components then ties, i.e. si = sj, i #j, may occur as in the 

i.i.d. weak record model, e.g., if xi = xj and F, = F,, or more generally as in the 

strong Pfeifer record model, with the modification that Fi(x,,) = &(x,Y_,), i # j. 

Then Theorems 3.1 or 3.3 apply. 

Note that 0 < sj < 1,0 <j s n - 1, for strong or weak records, in the i.i.d. or Pfeifer 

models. This is obvious if F or the Fj’s are continuous. To take another situation, 

suppose, in an i.i.d. model, that F is discrete and bounded below, and let n = 1. Then 

P ,,N = P{D, n X,,E dx,, X, E dx,} 

C dsOs;l ds, 
O=i,=k-I 

= k.fl Pk o i;k_, F(dxo)FMilF(dx,). 
G ,4 

Since 5 is not an atom of F by assumption, F(x,) cannot equal 1; on the other 

hand, if F(x,) = 0, then x0 is not in the support of F. Similar arguments can be 

made for other models. Thus the conditions of Theorems 3.1-3.3 are met. 

P n.N can be simplified further in one case. 

Theorem 4.1. If N is negative binomial with parameters 0 < q < 1 and m 2 1, then in 

the i. i.d. strong record model, or in a Heifer model such that si # sj, 0 G i # j < n - 1, 

n-l 

P e,c=ziodsiq” Ig:pV C fl (l-qs,)-‘J-‘. 
io+...+i,,_,=u j=O 
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Proof. In this case H(x) = (p/(1 - qx))“, so 

n--l 
g(s)= j~O(l-‘i)P1- m(l-Sj)-infil(Sj-Si)-’ 

i=O 

i#j 

i=” 
iZj 

by Lemma 2.4. But (4.1) is equal to 

n-l n-l n-1 

n (l-.%-‘- 1 (l-s,)p fl (sj-si)-l 
i=O ,=" i=o 

if, 

n-1 m +,gz; c --lL ( ) 
” n-, 

u=l l-qs, 
n (Sj -s;)_’ 
i=O 

=q c p”-’ y (l-qsi)-“~~‘(sj-s;)y’, (4.2) 
u=l ;=0 ,=" 

if, 

the cancellation being due to partial fraction expansion of the first term in (4.1). 

Multiplying and dividing by q”-‘, (4.2) becomes 

m n--l n-1 

4” c PUP1 y(l-qs,)y” n’(qs;-qs,)_’ 
“=I ., = 0 i=o 

‘#j 

= q” 1 p”-’ c n (1 - qs,)y~‘, 
“=I i”+...+l,, ,=“-I ,=” 

by Lemma 2.3(b). Finally, multiplying by n~=,dsj and reindexing, we obtain the 

result. 0 

If m = 1 so that N is geometric, then the representation for P+ reduces to 

n.y=, dsj nl:i q/( 1 - qsi). It is interesting to compare this expression to the joint 

distribution of record values in the classical case, namely ny=, ds, n:Ii l/( 1 -So). 

Note that if N is geometric then N increases stochastically as q + 1. This illustrates 

the statement that when N = cc with probability one, the random record model 

reduces to the classical model. 

4.2. Dependence structure of record values and interrecord counts 

We next explore the dependence structure of the record values. In the classical case, 

it is well-known that they form a Markov chain. On the basis of Theorems 3.1-3.3, 
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write 

F(dx,Hl -G-II, 

and note that E,-, depends on x0, . . . , x,_, but not on x,. Then 

P{D,nX,,Edx,,X,Edx ,,.. . ,X,_,Edx,_,} 

Consequently 

P{X,Edx,ID,nX,Edx,,X,Edx,,...,X,_,Edx,~,}= 
P(dx,) 

1- F(x,_,)’ 

which is the same as P{X,, l dx,, )X,~dx~, X, ~dx,, . . . , X,_, l dx,~,} or P{X, E 

dx, IX,_, E dx,-,} in the classical model. On the other hand 

P,- 
np2 F(dx,) 

1,N = 
,!” 1 - F(xi) 

F(dxnmI)[I -GA 

and so 

F(dx, 1 1 -En-, 

=l-F(x,_,) I-E,-~ ’ [ 1 

which cannot be reduced further. 

Finally we look at the behavior of interrecord counts. In the classical model, 

P{A,=i ,,..., A,=i,IX,Edxo,X,Edx ,,..., X,,Edx,} 

n-1 
= n (1 -F(xj))(P(x,))‘l+l, 

,=” 

that is, the interrecord counts are conditionally independent, given the record values, 

and they are geometrically distributed with parameter F(x,-,). In our notation 

n-l 

P{A, = i,, . . . , A,=i,IX”~dxo,X,~dx,,...,X,~dx,}= n (l-Sj)S]+‘. 
,=O 

In the random record model we look for 

P{A, = i,, . . . , A,=i,ID,nX,,Edxtr,X,Edx ,,..., X,Edx,}. 
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Since 

P{A, = i,, . . . , A,=i,,XOEdxO,X,EdxI ,..., X,Edx,nD,} 

n--l 
= fl sjl+ldsjds,P{N~ii,+...+i,+n}, 

j=O 

P{A, = i, , . . . , A,, = i, 1 D, n X0 E dx,, X1 E dx, , . . . , X, E dx,} 

=-Pq’ sJ+l dsj ds, P{ N 2 i, + + * . + i, + n}. 
n,Nj=O 

Note that this expression can be factored if and only if P{N 2 i, + . . . + i, + n} can 

be factored. But it is well known that P{ N 2 i1 + . * * + i, + n} can be factored if and 

only if N has geometric tail beyond n, in which case P{ N 2 i, + . . . + i, + n} = 

4 il+“‘+inP{ N 2 n}. This implies that 

P{A,=i,,..., A,, = i, ) D, n X0 E dx,, X1 E dx, , . . . , X, E dx,} 

n--l 
is proportional to n (qs,) il+l, 

j=O 

so we have proved the following: 

Theorem 4.2. In the i.i.d. or Pfeifer random record model, the n interrecord counts are 

conditionally independent, given the existence and values of the first n records, if and 

only if N has geometric tail beyond n. In this case the interrecord counts are themselves 

geometric with parameter qsj, 1 <j G n. 0 

Note that in this random record model the conditional distributions of the 

interrecord counts are stochastically smaller than in the classical model, since in 

this case the geometric interrecord distributions have failure parameter qs, instead 

of s, in the classical model. This can be interpreted as follows: in the random record 

model only a finite (though random) number of observations is available, so it is 

necessary that the n records occur sooner than in the classical model, in which the 

number of observations is infinite. 

4.3. Probability of n records 

Next we derive two results concerning the event E, = occurrence of exactly n records, 

and again specialize to the negative binomial case. This can be applied to a point 

process model in which the 5’s occur at the arrival times of an independent birth 

process. 

Theorem 4.3. In the i.i.d. or Pfeifer model with continuous d.f’s, 

P{E,nX,~dx,,X,Edx,,...,X,Edx,}= fi dsi i 
H(sj) 

i=O j-0 nycO,r+j (Sj-Si)' (4'3) 
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Proof. Since E, = D, n DC,,,, from (1.1) and Theorem 3.2 we have: 

P{ E, n X0 E dxO, X, E dx, , . . . , X,, E dx,} 

= Pn,N - P{R+, nX,EdxO,X,Edx ,,..., X,Edx,} 
OCI 

= Pn,N - 
I 

P n+l,N 

X,9+1=% 

i#j 

1 

_ 

s,,+,=_v,2 

i#j 

i#j 

i#j 

iicj 

Theorem 4.4. In the i.i.d. model with continuous F, 

H(sj) 
(4.4) 

Proof. This follows upon integrating (4.3) over the region 0 < so < s1 < . * * < S, < 1, 

and using the symmetry of the integrand. I7 

Note that (4.4) does not hold for the Pfeifer model, since the region -cc < x0 < xl < 

. . . x, < 00 may not translate into the region O<s, < s, < . . . < s, < 1 in the non-i.i.d. 

case. 

Westcott (1977) gave an infinite series representation for P{E,}, which can be set 

equal to (4.4). This yields: 

Corollary 4.1. For every p, 
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Because of the form of H(x) in the negative binomial case, (4.4) simplifies nicely. 

Theorem 4.5. If N is negative binomial with parameters 0 < q < 1, m 2 1 and p = 1 - q, 

then 

P{E,}= pm 
q(n + l)! io+...+:=m_r j=o 

ii I($), 

wherei,sO,Osjsn, andZ(O)=-log(p),I(k)=(l-p“)/(kpk),kzl. 

Proof. Since H(x) = (p/(1 - qx))” in this case, 

' n 

j~"(1-4~,)~.'i~~(4S,-4"i)-1d~~...ds" 

i#j 

L 

c fi (1 - qs,)-‘J-’ ds, . . . ds, 
r,,+---+i,,==mpl ,=O 

Pm 
c 

= q(n+ l)! lo+...+i,,=m~,,=O ” 
fi 1’ (l- w)~~J-’ dw 

Pm 

= q(Tl+ l)! iC1+...+:=,_] j;” 

ii Z(i,). 0 

For m = 1 and for m = 2, (4.5) yields familiar distributions. With m = 1, 

P(E 

” 
> = P(-w P))“” 

q(n+l)! ’ 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

n 2 0, which is a shifted, truncated Poisson distribution. But when m = 2, one obtains 

a Poisson distribution with parameter -log(p). 

A negative binomial distribution for N arises if N = N(t) = the number of events 

during time (0, t] in a pure birth process. Thus Theorem 4.5 may be applied to 

models in which the Yj’s occur at the arrival times of an independent birth process, 

as studied by Gaver (1976), Gaver and Jacobs (1978), and Westcott (1977). 

Specifically, consider a pure birth process with parameter A, with one progenitor at 

time t = 0 and m - 1 immigration sources, m b 1. Let N(t) = the number of events 

in (0, t]: then P{ N( t + h) - N(t) = 11 N(t) = i} = (it m)h + o(h). It is well known 

that in this case N(t) is negative binomial with parameters m and q = 1 -e-*’ (see, 

e.g., Karlin and Taylor, 1975). Substituting this value for q in (4.5), the distribution 

of the number of records in (0, t] can be obtained. If m = 1, the probability of 

exactly n records in (0, t] is given by (4.6) where At = -log(p). (Gaver (1976) derived 

P{E,-,} in this case, by other means.) But if m = 2, P{E,} = eP”‘(At)“/n!, n 2 0, so 
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the number of records has an exact Poisson distribution. It is natural to conjecture 

that the records occur according to a homogeneous Poisson process in this case. 

This conjecture is true, but a different approach is needed to prove it; for the proof 

see Bunge and Nagaraja (1990). 
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